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Abstract: The task of solving the adaptive control of a partially and imprecísely mad
eled electricai vehicle driven by three omnidirectional wheels tagether with 
the torque andlor power limits of the drives is considered. Instead of the ap
plication ofprecise analytical models and sophisticated parameter estimation 
techniques the vehicle is modeled as a rigid body while the considerable part 
of the hurden caiTied by it through elastic connection is completely neglected 
in the controller's model. Instead of that, a simple kinematically designed, 
PID--type trajectory tracking is formulated that is approximated by robust 
fixed point transformations. It is shown that if the nominal trajectory to be 
traccd does not significantly excite the unknown degree of freedom of the 
vehiclc-burden connection precise and stable control can be achieved by the 
adaptivity, while the pure PID-type control may excite this degree offreedom 
and can be corropted by achieving either the torque or the power limits of the 
actual drives applied. · This statement is substantiated by numerical simula
tions. The main advantage of the proposed control method is that it operates 
with local basin of attraction developed for convergent iterative Cauchy se
quences that is easy to design by setting only a few parameters. Its disadvan
tage is that it cannot guarantee global stability therefore its application must 
be precerled by numerical tests. lts use may be especially useful in applica
tions in industrial workshops when modeling the dynamics of the coupled 
hurden technically is very difficult, e.g. when it is a tank partially containing 
liquid. 

Keyword~: Adaptíve Control, Robust F'ixed Point Transformations, Iterative Control, Om
nidirectional Wheels 
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l. Introduction 

Due to practical motivations various effmts has been exerted to plan and precisely trace 
trajectoríes formobil robots navigating in a environment often crowded by various obsta
cles. The traditional algorithms [e.g. the BUG --a wall tracing algorithm used by insects
and its variant TBA-Tangent Bug Algorithm- (l) or the SFP -Shortest Feasible Path-
Algorithm (2)] and the Visibilit'j Graph Algorithm e.g. (3) plan the trajectory ín the close 
vicini ty of the obstacles that are augmented by some roughly estimated "safety zones" to' 
evade aceidental collision with them. This rough estimation may exclude useful but very 
narrow passages that otherwise would be traceable by the robot. For this purpose prc
cise robot navigation techniques are available that -by the use of variaus markers-- more 
precisely can determine the proper extent of augmentation of the obstacles [e. g. (4) and 
(5)_]. For selecting the "best" route variaus weighting techniques were proposed as e.g. 
the original version (6) and its refinement (7) in which besides the edges of the graph 
the vertices are also weighted aceording to the appropriate tums the curvature of which 
can limit the maximum allowed velocity of the robot motion on the basis of dynamica! 
considerations. 

The subject area of the presen t pa per is the precí se rcalization of the ro u tes proposed 
variaus route planning techniques when the dynamical model of the eart is imprecise and 
incomplete, i.e. it is as a rigid body while the hurden it carries partJ y is con
nected to it by an elastic spring. The carried hurden is supposed to have viscous friction in 
its contact wi th the fioor that is supposed not to be exactly harizontal in the reality though 
the controller's rough model calculates with strictly "vertical" gravitational acceleration. 
The dynamícal properties ofthis burden as weH as of the connecting spring are complctely 
abandoned in the controller's rough model. A three wheeled robot eart motored by omni
directional w h eels of dectrical drives are considered in details. A detailed model and a 
purely kinematically fonnulatcd, desired PID-type control is daborated in Section 2. In 
Section 3 the principles of a simple adaptive control using local basins of attraction in
stead of some more complicated Lyapunov function technique is briefed. Following that, 
in Section 4 comparative results arc given for adaptive and non--adaptive path tracking 
for various trajectories containing sharper turns, too. Section 5 contains the conclusions 
drawn as the result of the investigations. It is shown that by the use of the simple adapti ve 
technique proposed the excitation of the coupled degree of freedom not present in the 
controller's model can be evaded if the trajectory to be tracked does not excite it directly. 
It is shown, too, that the simple PID-type tracking policy without adaptation can generate 
considerable excitatíon that may lead to instability partly caused by reaching the torque 
andfor the power limitsof the drives. 
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Figure l: The rough description of the vehiele model considered 

2. The Dynamic Model of the Vehicle and the PID-type Control 

As is well known the conventional vehicles with Ackerman steering system suffer from 
significant limitation: due to geometric reasons it is impassihle to simultaneously pre
scribe their preci se location and orientation while tracking agiven trajectory. For planning 
trajectories for such devices various practical techniques are available [e.g. (8), (9)]. In 
contrast to the Ackerman devices AGVs using omnidirectional wheels [e.g. (10)] can pre
cisely track arbitrary trajectories at least from kinernatic point of view. On this reason for 
our purposes a triangular structure similar to that in (l O) was chosen as aparadigm (Fi g. l). 
The eart was supposed to have canonica! triangular shape of side length L = 2 ( m). The 
orientation of the actíve forces were supposed to be described by the ortbogonal unit vec
tors (eA, fA, eB, fB and ee, fc) at wheels A,B, and C in the (x,y) planein which the 
direction of the appropriate e vectors w as identical to that of the straight line connecting 
the geometric center of the triangle to the appropriate vertices. These vectors were as
sumed to rigidly rotatc araund the axis z with angle ga. Eách wheel had the common 
constant vector component in the z dircetion ez along which the contact constraint forces 
originating from the ground acted. It was assurned that the plane of motion in the reality 
was not exactly horizontal, so the vector of the gravítational acceleration in the reality 
had components in the x, y, and z directions, too. However, the controller's rough model 
assurned the full vector in the -z direction. At the vertices of the triangle three heavy 
wheels and drive systems were located, each ofthem had the mass !vf 30 kg. It was 
assurned that further 2· M kg mass was located over the geometric center of the triangle 
at the height of hD = 0.5 rn. The vehicle was assurned to move on the (x,y) plane with 
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prescribed nominallocation of the projection of i ts hypothetical mass center point s<m)N 

m and nominal rotational pose qf rad around the axis z. Aceording to Fig. l the "not 

madeled degree of freedom" was a mass-point connected to wheel C by an elastic connec

tion, a spring. In this case it had the mass of 0.45 · M attacbed to a spring of stiffuess 

k = 1000 Njm andzero force length Lo =lm. It was assurned to move alongthe (x,y) 
plane with a viscous friction coefficient f-l = 5 N s / m. 

Utilízing the w ell known fact that the acceleration of the mass center point of a rigid body 

multiplied by its full mass is equal to the sum of the external forces acting on that system, 

and that the time-derivative of momentum of the system computed with respect to the 

actual mass center point is equal to the momentum of the external forces (torque) with 

respect to this point the required actíve driving force components FAeA' FAJA• FBe 8 , 

FBf8 , and Fce0 , Fefo• as weil as the hypothetica1 vertical consíraint force components 

FA., FB., and Fc. can be calculated. Aceording to Fig. l, since the small wheels do not 

have drives in the borizontal e directions no forces can be exerted. The rough dynamic 

model available for the controller is giverr in Eq.(l): 

[ 
5M(ml(s(m) + g<ml) ]- [ A (m) B(m) c(m) J [ ;e l (l) 

p(m) - n(m) E(m) F(m) f ' 
Fz 

in which p(m) denotes the model momentum vector, g(m) is the vector of the gravitational 

acceleration having () = 0.4 rad tilting angle and e/J = 0.5 rad rotation with respect 

to the axis z (in the model it was assurned to have only a z component), and the 3 x 3 

sized blocks of the big matrix are defined as follows: A (m) = [eA,eB,ec], B(m) = 

[fA,fB,fc], C(m) = [0,0,0; 0,0,0; 1,1,1], D(m) = [e A X X~m) ,eB X xkm) ,ee X X~m)J, 

E(m) = [fAXX~m),fBxxkm),fcXX~m)J,andF(m) = [ezXX~m),ezxxkm),ezXX~m)],Fe = 
[FAeA,FBe8 ,FCJcJT, Ff = [FAfA,FBf8 ,FcJ0 jT, and Fz = [FAz,FB.,Fc.JT. The 

x~m), xkm), and x~m) vectors connect the assurned mass center point with the appropriate 

vertices at the wheels A,B, and C. 

The "ac tua l system 's" equation of motion that can be used for calculating the "realized 

accelerations" and "realized contact forces in the z direction" is similar to Eq.(l), but 

it contains the acceleration of the actual mass center point S and the actual momentum 

ca1culated with respect to that (P). (Fortunately s<m) and S have simple geometric con

nection.) Beside that it contains the The XA, XB, and xe vectors that connect the actual 

mass center point with the appropriate vertices at the wheels A,B, and C. Furthermore, 

the equation has to be rearranged since in it in the "input side" w e have Fe and Ff, and 

the unknown quantities are F z, S and ii_a. By expressing P with q3 , ch and ij3 it is obtained 

that 
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[ 5.~S J = _ r 5Mg J [ A B l [ Fe J [ C l [ F ] 
P L O + D E F1 + F J z ' 

(2) 

in which P contains certain elements of the actual inertia matrix e, and the anays H =~ 
x XA,ez x xn,ez x xe,- E:)(3l; 1,1,1,0]. From the fact that certain kinernatic data 

can be exactly knownit coneiudcs that A = A (m), B = B(m), and C = c(m). In the 

calculations it was taken into account that the full momentum of the gravitational forces 

with respcet to the mass center point is zero, and that no acceleration component may 

exist in the z dircetion (supposíng that the vehicle does not tum up). So the appropriate 

component of the gravitational forces must be compensated by the contact forces in the 

dircetion z. In the solution of the "actual system 's equations" it can be utilized that they 

are decoupled to some extent: S has only x and y components, as well as the anays A 

and B, w hi le the anay C does not have l st and 2nd components. On this reason the two 

nontrivial nonzero components of S can be detennined indepenclenti y of the Fz values, 

while its zero 3rd component yields some restrietion for the sum of the components of 

F z· This can be associated with the three equations pertaining to P, therefore we obtain 4 

equations for 4 unknown quantities in Eq.(3): 

r 
q. 2 e · 1 [ pRe a.! 1 

- 3 ·23 A j 
q!jel3 [ - F ABC ef J = H F!f:a.t 

0 + 5Mg pRea.l 
. 3 Cz 

O "Real 
L J ~ 

(3) 

Equation (3) does not contain the model of the connected subsystem the existence of 

which canbetaken into account by calculating the contact forces (and their momentum) 

that appear due to the dynamic coupling of these subsystems. (The equations of motion 

of the mass point w ere solved separately.) 

In the simulations Eq:?.(l) and (3) were used as follows. On purely kinematical basis 

a PID-type control was prescribed to obtain the "desired accelerations" as ~D = ~N + 
Pa((N -~)+Da(~N --~)+ ft:[~(r)N --~(r)]drinwhicha={q3,xy},Pq3 =P, 

Dq3 =D, Iq3 =I, Pry := 4P, Dxy = 4D, Ixy =41 with P= 50s-2 , D= 10 .s- 1 , 

and I = 5 s-3 . The superscript N refers to thenominal acce!erations detennined by 

the trajectmy to be traced. ln the charts displaying the results instead of the realízed 

acee/eration of the actual mass center point that of the hypothetical one, sRea.l are given. 

The inverse of H was calculated to obtain the realized angular acceleration ijfea.l and 

the realized vertical constmint force compone11ts at the wheels as Ff:al, Ff}: al, and 

F{;~al. If one. of these components becomes negatí ve the vehicle becomes apt to tum 

up. Besides this, the active driving forces in the (x ,y) plane cannot be exerted in the 

lack of appropriate pressing forces in the z dircetion at the appropriate wheels. For safety 
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reasons these components must be over a safety limit to evade tuming up of the vehicle. 
On the basis of the approximate model used by the controller and the exact one applied in 
the simulation investigations can be carried out for the proposed PID control for various 
nominal trajectories to be tracked. 

As it can generally be expected in the case of a rigid vehicle model, proper increase in the 
feedback gains can reduce the tracking error even in the case of a very rough available 
dynamic model. The same expectation is not substantiated when the controlled system 
contains unknown intemal degrees of freedom not taken into account in the controller's 
model. Certain PID settings can excite these hidden connections thatmay lead to insta
bilities. In connection wi th such excitations another important factor is the limited torque 
and power of the actual drives applied. In her PhD Thesis Zsuzsa Preiti (ll) investigated 
various electricai driving systems for the use in hybrid vehicles. The so called Brushless 
DC Machines [e.g. (12), (13)] are very good potential solutionsfor such purposes. Ac
cording to (14) such systemscan work in forward and backward motoring made when the 
rotational velocity of their axis and the exerted torque have the same signum, otherwise 
they work in theforward and reverse braking mode. In the present investigations it was 
supposed that a controlled variant of such motors can exert arbitrary torque between zero 
and a maximum torque limit w h en the speed of ro tation is small. However, over a velocity 
limit power limitation becomes effectíve that means that the actual torque multiplied by 
the actual velocity cannot exceed a preset power limit. The so obtainable torque vs. ve
loci ty curve was used as an envelope in the calculations. [In considering the motion along 
the (x,y) plane the appropriate limits were "translated" to force limit of Ff max = 7000 N, 
and velocity limit of Vmax = 8 m/ s.] For the simplicity energy recuperation in the brak
ing mode (for which modeling of the operation of the battery would have been necessary) 
was not considered in the present simulation. Instead of that simple dissipative braking 
based on mechanical friction with maximal braking force Ff max was assumed. The lim
itations of this saturated system appeared in the simulations when no adaptíve controller 
was used. 

An altemative, more intelligent approach of írnproving tracking precision instead of in
creasing the feedback parameters is the application of adaptíve control at reduced PID 
feedback gains that may introduce into the system less drastic corrective contributions 
than the simple PID controller. In the next section this adaptíve controller is outlined. 
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3. Adaptive Control Based on the Excitation-Response Scheme 

3.1. The underlying idea 

The basic idea of the control approach was published e. g. in (15). Certain control task can 

be formulated by using the concepts of the appropriate "excitation" Q of the controlled 

system to which ít is expected to respond by some prescribed or "desired response" rd. 

The appropriatc excitation can be computed by the use of some inverse dynamic model 

Q ==: 1p(rd). Since normaily this inverse model is neither complete nor exact, the actual 

response determined the systcm's dynamics, ·lj;, results in a realized response rr that 

differs from the desired one: rr := 1/J(cp(rd)) := .f(rd) c:f Td. It is worth noting that the 

functions ep() and 'lj;() may contain various hidden parameters that pmily correspond to 

the dynamíc model of the system, and part! y pertain to unlmown ex ternal dynamic forces 

acting on it. The controller nonnally can manipulate or "deforrn" the input value from 

rd so that rr = w( r~). Such a situation can be maintained by the use of some local 

deformation that can properly "drag" the system's state in time meanderingalong some 

trajectory. 

3.2. Design issues 

To realize th l~ above outlined local deforrnation fixed point transforrnati on was introduccd 

in (16) that is rather "robust" as far as the dependence of the resuliing function on the 

bchavior off ( •) is concemed. This robustness can approximately be investigated by the 

us e of an affin e of f (x) in the vicinit<j of x* and it is the consequence of 

the strong nonlinear saturation of the sigmoid function tanh( x): 

:=(x+ K) f:l + Btanh(A[.f(x)- xd])] - K 

G(x*/x11 ) = x*if.f(x*) = x 11 ,G( -Kjxd) = -K, 
_ (x+K)ABf'(xL 1 B t L (Af f(") d]' 
- coshC-;JfCx)-xd])2 + + anll ,.J X -"'X ), 

G(x*jx )'=(x*+ K)AB.f'(x*) +l. 

(4) 

It is evident that the transforn1ation defined h'l (4) has a proper (x.) and a false (-K) fixed 

point, but by properly manipulating the control parameters A, B, and J( the good fixed 

point can be located within its basin ofattraction, and the requirement of IG'(x*jxd)l <l 

can be guaranteed. This means that the iteration can have considerab le speed of conver

gence ev en nearby ::c,, and the strongly saturated tanh function can make it more robust 

in its vicinity, that is the properties of have less influence on the behavior of G. 

lt is not difficult to show that in the case of Single Input -- Single Output (SISO) sys

tems the G(.rlxd) (or in a simpler notation the G(x)) functions can realize contractive 
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mapping around x*, Le. the conditions of IG' l ::; H < l [O ::; H < l] can be main
tained by proper ly choosing the parameters of this function and if f' is finite and its sign 
and absolute value can be estimated in the vicinity of :1:*. Then the sequence of points 
{xo,x1 = G(x0 ), ... ,:c",+1 = G(xn), ... } obtained via iteration form a Cauchy Sequence 
that is convergent --• x*) in the real numbers and converge to the solution of the 
Fixed Point Problem x" = G(:x:* ): 

[G(x*) -- ::; [G(x*)- Xnl + ·-x*!= 
== jG(x*)- G(xn-1)1 +[:cn- x*l S (5) 

S I!Jx*- Xn-11 + [xn- x*l --+ O,xn ->x*. 

A possihle way of applying this simple idea elaborated for SISO to Multiple Input -- Mu!
tiple Output (MIMO) systems is its separate application for each component of a vector 
valued r, . To mathematically substantiatc this staternent consider the fact that any 
contractive map acting in linear, normed, complete metric spaces in Banach spaces) 
generally yields Cauchy sequences that must be convergent due to the completeness of the 
space. Therefore; al! the above considerationscan be for MIMO systems if instead 
ofthe absolute values thefollowing norm is used for x E' ~n: ! l :=L::;~= l l· Ifa mul
tiple dimensional sigmoid nmction B: 3in ~~n defined as y.; =a (il (:c.;) {i = 1,2, ... ,n} 
in its each component is contractive, i.e. forVi :30 S < l so that ja( i) (a)- aCi l (b)[ S 
Mija- bl then it can be stated that !iö'(a) - a'(b)ll .-- ja(i) - a(il(bi)[ S 

I:-7=1 - bil = Mj[a- b!!, O ::; M < I, i.e. it is contractive in the 
normed 'iRn space, too. 

Regarding the way of designing the control parameters it can be noted that the PID-type 
feedback parameters can be prescribed independen t! y of the adapti ve parameters on the 
basis ofpurely kinernatic consideration, e.g. by prescribing some exponentially decaying 
error e' as e.g. (d/ dt + = Ö where m depends on the order of the system. The 

B, and K adaptíveparameterscan be designed by using simulation aceording to their 
particular role in the control. Parameter A deterrnines the "range of response error" 
monitored by the saturated sigmoid function: small A monitors a wide range, big A 
monitors a narrow intervaL Parameter B normaily can be taken to be l. Parameter K 
can be dctermined by studying the "response error" on the non-adaptive controller. A few 
tim es the maximum of the so occurred absolute value normaily works wel!. Normal!y it 
is expedient to start the simulatiens with very small (e.g. A ;:::; w--6) and increase it 
by step. Followíng a few steps of computations stable regimes can be easily found. 

In the adaptíve control of the vehicle driven by three omnidírectional wheels this simple 
control idea was applied. This approach is far simpier than the conventional, Lyapunov 
function based techniques e.g. the Siotine & Li adaptíve controller (17) [a detailed com
parisan was given e.g. in (18)]. Its other, very important advantage is that while Siotine 
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Figure 2: Trajectory and orientation tracking, and the trajectory of the connected subsys
tem [LHS: non-adaptíve, RHS: adaptíve control] 

& Li's controller is unable to properly compensate the effects ofunknown, additional ex
terna! disturbances, the here proposed one is able for that. It is a significant advantage 
since the dynamically coupled hidden· subsystem's effects appear just in this form in the 
equations of motion of the modeled subsystem. In the simulations instead of the tanh 
function another sigmoid, rr(x) := x/(1 + /x!) was applied that has similar qualitative 
properties. 
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4. Computational Results 

The adaptíve loop worked with D. t = l (ms) time-resolution and K Ctrl" 3 = -4000, 

Bctr-tq3 = l, Actrlq3 =·' 10-4 settings for the rotatíonal and Kctrlxy = -1000, 
Bct'rlxv =:= l, and Actrt"v = 5 x 10-4 values for the translation in the (x,y) plane. 
Aceording to Fig. 2 the task was tracking a complicated trajectory having small tums. It 
is evident fi·om the charts that the adaptive control considerab ly improved the precision of 
the trajectory and orientation tracking and resulted in reduccd swinging/excitation of the 
joined burden carrie.d by the cm1. For a better comparison the tracking errors are displayed 
in Fig. 3. It is evident that the adaptive control guaranteed relative ly slow motion of the 

end of the attached to the eart at wheel C, therefore the initial ex citation of the 
coupled subsystem relaxed in the adaptive case. In contrast to that the non--adaptíve 

control resulted in permanent excitation of this degree of freedom. Fig. 4 reveals that 
the adaptíve nature of the control manifested itself in better approximation ofthe desired 

accelerations prescribed by the simple, kinematically formulated PID-type control. 

To study the saturation effects the actíve force components and the power consumpti on of 
the drives of the appropriate whcels are described in 5. ln our case negative power 
consumption corresponds to braking, positive one to It is evident that in the 

non-adaptive case the driving force limit, the braking force and the power limits 
of the drives were sometimes achieved. No such problems were observed in the adapti ve 
case. Persístent saturation in general may result ín divergence. Since the limitations of 
the drive cannot be exceeded by the adaptive law, within the framcs of the present 
approach the only possibility for evading saturation is the limitation of the PID feedback 
parameters if the problems appear even in the adaptíve case, too. 

To study the stability of the motion the velocity profiles and the repulsive contact force 
components acting from the tilted plane of the motíon are descxibed in Fig. 6. It is evident 
that the simple adaptive law considerably improved the stability of the controlled motion. 

The better describe the effect of the adaptivity on the efficiency of the rootion the sections 
be longing to the motoring and the braking phases are described in Fi g. 7. The non
adaptive case evidently works very inefficiendy by using alternating motoring/braking 

p has es, w hi! e application of adaptivity reduces the frequency of this alternation and makes 
it better fitting to the required values originating from the properties of the nominal trajec
tory to be traced. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper the results of a dynamic numerical simulation were presented for the control 
of a triangle-shaped vehicle driven by three, electrically motored omnidirectional wheels. 
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Figure 3: Trajectory and orientation tracking errors vs time [LHS: non-adaptíve, RHS: 

adaptíve control] 

Figure 4: The desired and simulated accelerations vs time [LHS: non-adaptíve, RHS: 

adaptíve control] 
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Figure 5: The active driving force components and the power consumption of the wheels 

vs time non-·adaptive, RHS: adaptíve control] 

Figure 6: The contact repulsive forces in the z dircetion and the velocities of the wheels 

at the appropriate f directions vs time [LHS: non-adaptive, RHS: adaptíve control] 
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Figure 7: The variation of the motoring/braking phases of the motion vs time: rootor

ing phase (coded by the values 1,2, and 3 for wheels A,B, and C, respectively), and the 

braking phases (den o ted by the values --1,-2, and --3 for w h eels A,B, and C); [LHS: 

non-adaptíve, RHS: adaptíve control]; (the sign of the appropriate coding value equals to 

that of the power consumpti on at the w h ee! under consideratíon; it is not easy to identify 

the appropriate signs in Fig. 5) 

It was shown that a special, fixed point transformations based adaptive control 

can cause quite precise trajectory and orientation tracking in spite of the modeling errors 

pertaining the modeled subsystem and the existence of the abandoned subsystem of the 

controlled physical system. The effect of the adaptíve approach on the stability of the 

ac hicved motion and the efficiency of the use of the torque and power resources of the 

electricai driving system was studied, too. Saturation effects in the controlled drives were 

also taken unto account. rt was definitely shown that the introduction of the adaptive 

approach definitely írnproved the quality of the controiled system. 

The proposed approach has limited number of control parameters apart from the three co

efficients ofthe PID controller. It farmore easily can be constructed than e.g. a traditional 

Lyapunov function based solution. (Such systems in principle can be controlled by the 

use of some GPS installed in their environment.) 

The present paper a simple Euler integration was applied. In the future we wish replace 

the presently appii ed simple Euler integration wi th amore sophisticated integrator offered 

by SCILAB's SCICOS. 
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